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OPENING REMARKS

M

ay to August were the very challenging
months for us here. The COVID-19
pandemic is still wreaking havoc around
the world, yet the active case was skyrocketing
here during these months. There were even days
when more than 50K cases occurred per day.
Some of our team had been infected too, making
us had to carry out COVID-19 screening to all staﬀ
and several animals whilst tightening the health
protocols. Some activities were forced to delay.
However, despite being in such dire conditions,
we still managed to make achievements.
During this period, we succeeded in negotiating
with the local conservation agency i.e. Balai
Konservasi Sumber Daya Alam (BKSDA)
Yogyakarta to maintain our institution’s license to
operate. In accordance with regulation No:
P.31/Menhut-II/2012 about Conservation
Institution, we started the process to change our
legal status to a wildlife rescue center, instead of
an animal park.
We also successfully sent Boni and Beni the
orangutan to the Arsari Orangutan Sanctuary in
East Kalimantan. There, they will have better
living with bigger space, in their natural origin.
Furthermore, despite being limited by various
restrictions applied during the pandemic, our
conservation education activities still continued,
with a lot of enthusiasm, even though most of them
were done online.
We thank you a lot for the unconditional support
and, despite these challenging times, we are
certain that by continuing to work together we will
create a better future for people and wildlife.

Enjoy reading!
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RESCUE

RESCUE&RELEASE

RELEASE A
TRANSLOCATION

I

n the period from May to
August, we received eight
rescued animals. Some of
these were ex-pets, some were
the injured and orphaned
animals. The eight individuals
consist of four barn owls, a longtailed macaque, a crestedgoshawk eagle, a reticulated
python, and a papuan crocodile.

Four Newborn Barn Owls

t the end of May 2021, the Yogyakarta
Fireﬁghter team came to WRC Jogja at midnight
to hand over four barn owl owlets (Tyto alba),
which were submitted from Kulon Progo resident. Of
the four babies that came, one owlet, the smallest
among all, could not survive and was found dead a day
after arrival. The other three owlets were thankfully ﬁne
and we continued to carry out intensive care on these
three female owlets, which were ﬁnally named
Blossom, Buttercup, and Bubble.

Blossom, Buttercup, and Bubble made very good
progress. They were ringed and moved to the
socialization cage in early June. Rehabilitation process
went very well. At the end of July, together with BKSDA
Yogyakarta, we released those three owls in the our
area, which is also a natural habitat for various bird
species such as eagles, owls, black-capped bulbul,
scarlet-headed ﬂowpecker, and many other birds.
They immediately ﬂew high once the cage was
opened. Best wishes for them!

Crested Goshawk Eagle

I

n one of our educational programs targeting
several groups of student in Kulon progo,
one student admitted that his parents kept a
male crested-goshawk (Accipiter trivirgatus)
as a pet for three years. He did not know about
the danger of keeping protected wildlife. After
we communicated with the student and visited
him to see the condition of the bird, his parents
were willing to hand over the bird to BKSDA
Yogyakarta and us for rehabilitation.
This eagle, which later named Jalu, will
undergo several medical tests to determine its
health condition. After conﬁrming that the
results were good, at the end of July, we moved
Jalu from the quarantine to the socialization
cage to join several other eagles who are also
undergoing rehabilitation.
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A Long-Tailed Macaque
Handed Over to WRC
Jogja by Local Resident

I

n early June, we received a longtailed macaque (Macaca
fascicularis) which was previously
kept as pet. The owner himself came
to us to hand over his pet. Along with
the submission, we educated him
about the danger of keeping wild
animals, especially primates.
Currently, Amad the monkey is
undergoing a rehabilitation process
at our site and will meet several other
resident long-tailed macaques here.

Reticulated Pythons

I

f you remember the baby reticulated pythons that were born at
WRC Jogja in early February, we ﬁnally released them in June at
Sermo Wildlife Reserve, which is not far from WRC Jogja.

At the end of July, the WRC Jogja team received report from our
partner, Center for Orangutan Protection (COP), that they had
received a badly injured reticulated python due to being caged in a
small cage with sharp bars. COP decided to ﬁnally bring the snake
to us to receive proper medical treatment. It appeared that the
wound on the snake’s head had rotted and ﬁlled with maggots. Our
vet then immediately debride the big wound and gave the necessary
oral medicine to help recover the snake’s condition. Currently the
snake is still under close observation and is still receiving routine
treatments for its wounds. Hope his condition keeps

improving and later can be released!
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Papua Endemic animal
translocation to Papua

I

n support of the government's program entitled “Living in
harmony with nature” WRC Jogja together with BKSDA
Yogyakarta conducted a translocation of endemic papuan
animals back to Papua. We had the opportunity to ﬁnally send
two cassowaries (Casuarius casuarius) and two New Guinea
crocodiles (C. novaeguineae).

TRANSLOCATION
Orangutan Translocation: Beni and Boni went to PSO Arsari

T

he thought to translocate orangutans to Arsari
Orangutan Sanctuary (PSO Arsari) occurred
in 2019. The communication with PSO Arsari
was once interrupted for a while because at that time
the quarantine cage there was already inhabited by
orangutans from another rescue center. Until early
March this year, PSO Arsari ﬁnally agreed to receive
2 more orangutans from us. We immediately
decided Boni and Beni to be the candidates,
considering the stress condition plus obesity due to
the lack of exercise they have. So, we thought they
needed to be moved soon to a better place.
A complete health test was done prior to
translocation. From the examination we found out
that Boni had a chronic teeth abscess. Following
that, our vet team decided to extract several of his
teeth in June, assisted by vets from Gembira Loka
Zoo and a small animal clinic in Jogja. After Boni’s
post-surgery condition was deemed stable and all
paperwork was done, we immediately prepared for
the transport process to PSO Arsari’s site in
Penajam Passer Utara District, East Kalimantan.
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On August 17, to coincide with Indonesia's
Independence Day, the WRC Jogja team assisted
by BKSDA Yogyakarta departed to East Kalimantan
to transfer Boni and Beni by a direct ﬂight from
Yogyakarta to Balikpapan. Once arrived at
Balikpapan, the team along with two orangutans
were picked up by the PSO Arsari team and
continued the journey across the Balikpapan Bay to
reach the sanctuary. The team made it and moved
the orangutans to a quarantine cage at the location
before dark. Boni and Beni looked very happy to be
in their new place which is in their habitat origin.
Later they will be sent to a sanctuary island near the
P S O A r s a r i ’s p l a c e . We t h a n k t h e A r s a r i
Djojohadikusumo Foundation and BKSDA
Yogyakarta as well as BKSDA East Kalimantan for
making all these possible.
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The health screening was conducted prior to
translocation. After ensuring all individuals were healthy and
ready, our team then placed the animals into transport cages
made of strong wood. The animals were transported by plane
from Yogyakarta to Jakarta, then to Jayapura, Papua. All the
animals safely arrived and were picked up by BKSDA Papua.
They underwent a short-quarantine process before ﬁnally
being released to the Isyo Customary Forest, Rhepang
Muaif, Jayapura District.
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Primates Translocation
to Tasta Zoo Bali

F

ollowing the process of changing
our legal status to operate as a
wildlife rescue instead of an animal
park, BKSDA Yogyakarta instructed us to
translocate the primates that cannot be
released and have been stayed at our site
for long time to a Tasta Zoo Bali, a
recommended zoo by BKSDA. The
animal subject for translocation were 3
orangutans (Gogon, Dedek, Joko) and 12
gibbons. Translocation was done through
the land transport – truck, which took
around 24 hours of travel. The animals
arrived safely at the zoo.

CAGE ROTATION
Genji, Sibin, Zeppeline Went to
The Dome Cage

A

fter the release of a group of long-tailed macaques in
April, which was followed by the dome cage
renovation in early of May, ﬁnally the three binturong
could be moved to that dome cage. Now they can exercise
more freely, and since the dome is located at the bottom area
with dense canopy on top of it, it provides a quieter
atmosphere suitable for nocturnal animals like them.

Genbi, Tomwek, and Simon
Cage Rotation

A

fter translocation of several primates in early May, we
now have more empty cages. Several adjustments to
the cages were made for the rest of primate residents
in the centre. We moved Genbi the siamang gibbon and
Tomwek the Lar gibbon who were previously staying in a
smaller cage to a dome suitable for arboreal animals. We
also moved Simon the pigtailed macaque to a bigger cage so
he could express his behavior in a wider area. Now they
seem happier in their new place.
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EDUCATION

RESEARCH

I

n addition to rescuing wild animals aﬀected by conﬂicts with humans, WRC
Jogja is also committed to conduct education and awareness programs for the
wider community. The prolonged pandemic period has forced oﬄine activities
to be temporarily suspended. So, the conservation education activities were
carried out mostly online. Our education and awareness program does not only
provide knowledge to the community, but also to WRC staﬀ themselves through a
series of capacity building.
8
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EDUCATION

2021 OVAG & ASAP Online Workshop

I

n the period from May to August WRC Jogja conducted
several education events with participants from various
backgrounds, ranging from high school students,
communities, to universities. One oﬄine seminar was held for
the Center for Orangutan Protection (COP) School in June.
Other than providing webinar material, we also attended a
prestigious online workshop organized by OVAG (Orangutan
Veterinary Advisory Group) which were held for ﬁve days (2630 July 2021) with focus discussion about Ape Welfare. At the
same time, our conservation supervisor program was also
chosen as a training participant of the Women in
Conservation Leadership Program, held by IUCN Asian
Species Action Partnership (ASAP) this year.

Conservation Education
during 2021 COVID Pandemic

I

n June-July, collaborated with veterinary students from
Universitas Brawijaya, held a series of online conservation
education targeting local students from 2 senior high
schools and 2 campuses in Kulon Progo. Each webinar was
held for an hour, explaining about the role of wild birds in
Sermo Wildlife Reserve and the risks that arise from keeping
wildlife as pets. The purpose of this education session was to
increase awareness that wild animals are not pets, that they
are better oﬀ living freely in the wild. As a result of this activity,
as previously mentioned, there was one participant who
admitted that his parents kept a protected raptor bird of
crested-goshawk eagle (Accipiter trivirgatus) and ended up
brought the bird to us.
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Internship Activities

T

he internship program for local students
is one of the activities we can do oﬀ-line
during the pandemic, by following strict
health protocols. In the period from May to
August, we received a group of internship
students from the Faculty of Biology, Bandung
Institute of Technology for 1.5 months with
focus on animal health and behavior
observation. We also had one local volunteer,
Novi, from West Java who stayed for a month.
Novi wants to continue her education in wildlife,
therefore she thought it would be beneﬁcial to
learn wildlife earlier through our activities here.
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RESEARCH

T

he ﬁeld work for raptor blood research
has ﬁnished, and now we’re on the
process to analyze the data resulted
from blood examinations to later establish
the blood reference speciﬁcally for the
changeable hawk-eagle (Nisaetus
cirrhatus). The blood reference could later
be used as one of diagnostic tools to help
assess the physical condition of the eagle.
In this period, we also managed to collect
biological specimens of binturong for
genetic research from our site and other
rescue centres in West Java such as
Cikananga and Tegal Alur wildlife rescue
centres. The sample collection in
Cikananga Wildlife Center also provided the
opportunity for capacity building to our
conservation manager and animal welfare
coordinator.
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DONATION

FUNDRAISING

T

Furthermore, support from our exvolunteers also continues in various forms
such as donation to cover the operational
costs, enrichment items, as well as reparation
of animal cages. We also received donations
from university student groups through the
open donation activities they created such as
an online orchestra concert and conservation
webinars.

he pandemic period is a diﬃcult time
for all of us. To meet the operational Adoption Program
needs, we mostly rely on the
e would like to thank
donations.
adopters who have
adopted several animals
during May-August period.

W

During the last four month,
there were 21 adopters who
donated for animals at WRC
Jogja. Adoption is aimed at Gogon
the orangutan, Dedek the
orangutan, Beni the orangutan,
Sibin the Bearcat, Momo&Mimi
the Cockcatoos, Peter the
Crocodile, Bedhu&Tegan the
s u n b e a r, S a d e w a & S i t i t h e
hornbill, Jon the Cassowary,
Genbi the Siamang gibbon,
Simon the Pig-tailed macaque,
Group of Parrots, Group of
Turtles, and Group of Eagle.

Interesting Fact!

Orangutan (5 adopters)

Sunbear (3 adopters)

Some of the adopters adopt in the
name of their Korean idols! They
also campaigned their concern
towards wildlife to their K-idol
communities!

O

ur regular donors include Center for Orangutan
Protection who supported the payment of the salary
of one animal keeper from last year to June 2021.
There is a Filantra Oﬃcial who donated food for animals
through its collaboration with national crowd funding
platform Kitabisa.com every two months. We also thank the
Orangutan Conservancy for the donation to maintain the
staﬀ and animals’ health and welfare during the pandemic
through the scheme of COVID-19 emergency fund.
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Siamang Gibbon (2 adopters)
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Cockcatoos (2 adopters)
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W

e also collaborated with several
cafes and stores to raise funds
through merchandise selling
and proﬁt sharing. For instance, we
deposited the rubber bracelet in four
coﬀee shops in Kulon Progo (Hagia
MiniSpace, Toska Kahve, Karsa, Kopi
Aksara) for sale; with Nusanimal to sell
wooden watch with 100% proﬁt will be
donated to us, and with tees.co.id, an
Quarterly Newsletter May–August 2021

online marketplace platform to sell our
merchandise. Please kindly visit
tees.co.id/stores/Wildlife-RescueCentre-Jogja/ and support us by
buying some merchandise.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Initiation of Turtle Conservation Program

W

e are initiating the conservation program for
the critically-endangered Malayan Giant
Turtle (Orlitia borneensis) with our partner
Gembira Loka Zoo and Yayasan Kolaborasi Inklusi
Konservasi (KONKLUSI), with the hope to be able to
support the recovery eﬀort of this rare yet overlooked
species in the wild.
Currently we take care of around 40 turtle
individuals with various sizes. We are in the process
of proposing funding for their conservation program
while preparing a better pond for them to live in and
identifying adult individuals through marking and
measuring the body.
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Join Giving Day for Apes!

T

his year we participated again in the fundraising competition even for apes,
which was organized by MightyCause and Global Federation of Animal
Sanctuary (GFAS). Setting a target of US $6000, we appeal for funds for
covering the 6-month husbandry care of the two rescued apes in our centre
(Siamang and Lar Gibbon). Please support us through making a donation here:
https://givingdayforapes.mightycause.com/organization/Wildlife-RescueCentre-Jogja
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LAST BUT

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
We thank to all help and assistance
from all institutions involved in
conservation action in our centre.

NOT LEAST

Our Partners

T

he pandemic period is the hardest time.
Despite several activities being stopped due
to various restrictions, we must still give the
best attention towards our team’s health, so they
can maintain the health of animals. In addition to
always strictly implementing the health protocol,
we are thankful that all of our staﬀ are already fully
vaccinated!

Finally, thank you to all those who
have supported and helped us so far.
Without you, we cannot be like we are
today.

Our Education and Research
Activities Supporters

Our Donors

Natalie Leslie

Merchandise Partnerships
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